The words below all relate to the special floor in the solarium, which was added during the 1920s. Find and circle each one.

FIND:

3D Effect  Kistler
Stone      Terrazzo
Remodel    Floor
Copper     Tile
Penny      Marble

WRITE:
Describe your favorite part of your visit to the Mansion.

Did you know? Highlands Ranch all began with one little, stone farmhouse. A man named Samuel Allen Long built it in 1891. That was more than 125 years ago! Both the house and the community have changed a lot since then.

Draw:
The Mansion has been remodeled and expanded many times during its history. Imagine you own the Mansion and can add anything you want to the house. What would it look like?

Look:
Unscramble these words, which all relate to the Mansion.

KCOLO
---
RETURT
---
LEEPACFR
---
TLACTE
---

Thank you for visiting the Highlands Ranch Mansion. Please come see us again soon!
We have open hours most Tuesdays and Thursdays from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m., and one Monday night each month from 3 to 7 p.m.
Visit www.highlandsranchmansion.com for more information.

This guide was inspired and made possible by the hard work and creativity of the 2015-16 second grade students at Fox Creek Elementary School.